When a threatening situation
develops, having eyes on the
site can mean the difference
between a minor inconvenience
and a significant loss which is
why The Alarm Guy now offers
off-site monitoring.
Protecting your property with a prepared response team could mean the
difference between a minor inconvenience and a major loss.
Through the integration of alarm systems and CCTV, the Alarm Guy effectively creates a virtual presence on-site, ready to visually verify the alarm and
assess the situation before alerting the relevant response team. Monitored
off-site, 24- hours a day - there’s also no risk of interference, intimidation or
collusion.

Partnering with the best to bring you the best.
Our monitoring partner, Omnivision has a national client base which includes
commercial and high-end residential clients. They process more than 15
000 alarms a week and safeguard property for clients like Nampak Glass in
Johannesburg and Frozen Foods in Cape Town.

Off-site Interactive Monitoring
Our 24-hour control room is manned by skilled operators who have a bird’seye view of your property, ensuring that no suspicious activity goes undetected. Response teams are fully informed and prepared before arriving on-site
and ready to adhere to any agreed upon protocols. Our different monitoring
options and services include:
•
•
•
•

Alarm-based activations
Video analytics activations
Gate monitoring
On-site Audio challenge

Client Reference
Marie and Carl Fredrik - Moari Rd, Llandudno
“Dear all,
We wanted to express how happy we are with your services. You are super
professional, always on time, calling/emailing in a very good way. Total feel for
when to do so etc. Gives us a high feeling of security. We are not used to your
service level and ambition and appriciate it highly.
Please continue all your good work.
Best Regards,
Marie & Carl”

Conclusion
This proposal offers one of the most comprehensive security solutions on the
market, built on a technologically advanced monitoring platform and run by an
expert team, 100% committed to service excellence.

The 10 Second Rule.
93% of our alarms are acknowledged by an operator
within 10 seconds, so our
“eyes” are swiftly on-site to
assess the situation and determine the appropriate response.
Our clients can rely on the
fact that there will be eyes on
site should someone make an
attempt on their property or
assets.

So what can you expect to pay
for a service like this ? We have
broken down the pricing into
categories below. The prices
are for the average home.
Larger security estates will be
quoted on separately.

Monitoring on
Alarm Activation

Monitoring on
Gate Opening /
Closing

Monitoring on
Video Analytics

Monitoring on Alarm
Activation.

Monitoring on Gate
Opening and Closing.

Monitoring on Video
Analytics.

Traditional alarm systems and
existing beam configurations
are seamlessly integrated into
our monitoring services. Our
intelligent software tracks the
source of the alarm and activates the corresponding camera so that we’re able to quickly
assess the situation and take
the appropriate action.

With camera systems focused
on gates, our control room can
monitor the safe entry and exit
of anyone arriving at or leaving
the premises. Any kind of suspicious activity automatically
triggers a response without any
input needed from the home
owner.

Here we use advanced algorithms for real time analysis
of video. Cameras positioned
in operational areas at high
risk trigger ‘live-view’ monitoring in our control room when
activated. With this pro-active
approach, potential threats are
swiftly assessed and dealt with.

R950 p/m ex vat.

R2400 p/m ex vat.

R1500 p/m ex vat.
for 300 Activations
*Anayltics subscription billed
at R180 p/m per Camera.

